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I. XXTROIXCTION 
The classical theory of functions of a complex variable plays a central role 
in the study of ordinary differential equations, and such topics as singularities 
of the regular type and equations of the Fuchsian class are brilliant examples 
of the power and beauty of this union. What has been only partly realized up 
to now is that complex variable theory is no less an indespensible tool in the 
investigation of the basic questions of existence and uniqueness of solutions 
for boundary value problems in partial differential equations [IO]. As in the 
situation with ordinary differential equations the necessity of examining 
solutions in the complex domain is not completely apparent until differential 
equations with singular coefficients are considered. It is the purpose of this 
paper to consider as an example a particular singular elliptic partial differential 
equation related to Bessel’s equation and to show that in order to obtain a 
uniqueness theorem for the exterior Dirichlet problem it is necessary to 
impose conditions on the solution in the complex plane. 
2. BFSSEL’S EQUATION 
It will be useful to examine briefly a boundary value problem for Bessel’s 
differential equation 
d2u 2vi ldu 
dr2 
~- k”zi z 0; k -- 0 
1 dr 
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The complete solution of equation (1) can be expressed as 
U(Y) = A4Y-VfI;‘ykY) + BY-“Ef~ykY) (2) 
where fuzzy’, H~2’(k~) are Hankel functions of the first and second kind 
respectively, and A? B are arbitrary constants. Both HJ1’(kv) and Hi”(kr) 
are analytic functions of the complex variable Y outside a branch cut extending 
along Re Y < 0 and have no zeros along Re Y > 0 [J]. Suppose we want to 
find a solution of the following boundary value problem: 
(i) U(Y) satisfies equation (1) 
(ii) U(Y) is regular for Re Y ? 1 
(iii) u(l) = ua 
(3) 
In view of equation (2) there will exist many solutions of problem (3). HOM 
do we assure uniqueness, i.e., pick out one particular solution? A possible 
answer comes from examining the asymptotic behavior of the Hankel 
functions for large values of Y. From ([3] p. 85) it is seen that up to a constant 
factor H~l’(kr) M ~-b?“~ and Hj”(kr) M Y- Wkr for large Y. In other words, 
H,!l’(kr) and H~2’(kr) represent a damped wave radiating away from and 
towards the origin, respectively. Hence, if a “radiation condition” 
(4) 
is imposed as part of the conditions in problem (3) we can conclude from (2) 
that this will imply that B = 0 and hence the unique solution is 
U(Y) = [u,/H;l’(k)] H;l’(kr). 
The equation that is going to be investigated in this paper can be considered 
as the partial differential equation analogue of Bessel’s equation. As in the 
above analysis we will be concerned with questions of uniqueness and to 
assure this a “radiation condition” similiar to (4) will be employed. The 
significant difference is that now U(Y) is replaced by a function U”(Y, [) of two 
variables and it will be shown in this case the radiation condition must restrict 
the behavior of G(Y, 6) in the complex 5 plane. If the extension into the complex 
plane is not insisted upon it will be shown that uniqueness no longer holds. 
3. THE GENERALIZED AXIALLY SYMMETRIC HELMHOLTZ EQUATION 
The differential equation to be considered in this paper is the generalized 
axially symmetric Helmholtz equation (GASHE) 
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where v is a real valued parameter and k is a positive constant. Previous work 
on equation (5) has been done by Gilbert and Howard [6] and Henrici [a], 
each of whom considered solutions of&(u) = 0 for v > 0 which are regular 
in some region containing the origin. In either of the half planes y > 0 and 
y < 0 (5) is an elliptic partial differential equation with analytic coefficients, 
and hence every twice continuously differentiable solution is a real-analytic 
function of x and y in each such half plane and can be extended into the 
complex x and y planes [2]. The line y = 0, which will be called the axis, 
is a singular curve of the regular type with exponents 0 and 1 - 2v [4]. 
Consequently, there always exist solutions of (5) which are regular on 
(some portion of) the axis. It is seen from the differential equation that if 
v f 0 then (&~/ay) = 0 on the axis for such regular solutions. For 
2v f 0, -1, -2, -3 ,... each regular solution can be continued across the 
axis as an even function of y i.e., for 2v f 0, -1, -2, -3,... every regular 
solution is an analytic function of x and y2 in some domain D that is symmetric 
with respect to the axis y = 0. If 2v = 0, -1, -2 the assumption that 
u(x, y) is an even function of y will be part of the definition of regularity, viz. 
DEFINITION 3.1: A solution u(x, y) of L,(u) = 0 will be called regular 
if it is an analytic function of x and y2 in some region which is symmetric 
with respect to the axis y = 0. 
In what follows D will always denote a Jordan region symmetric with 
respect to the axis y = 0 and aD will be the boundary of D. The fact that D 
is a Jordan region will enable us to apply Green’s Theorem when the need 
arises. F will always denote the region exterior to the closure D of D i.e., 
F = R, - D where R, is the real (x, y) plane. 
If u(x, y) is a regular solution of L”(u) = 0 then u(x, y) is an even function 
of y and hence, can be expressed as u(x, y) = u”(r, 5) where x = Y cos 0, 
y = Y sin 8, 5 = cos 8. The following theorem motivates examining C(Y, E) 
in the complex 6 plane and will play an important role in the forth-coming 
analysis. 
THEOREM 3.1. suppose ---co < v < co, --0~) < h < co and let u(x, y) 
be a regular solution of L,(u) = 0 f or rl < r < r2 where r = {-(x2 + ~~)l’~. 
Then for every closed interval [Y, , r4] contained in (rl , r2) there exists a neigh- 
borhood T of[ - 1, + I] in the complex 5 = cos f?pZune such that u(x, y) = U”(Y, [) 
is an analytic function of (for r E [r3 , r4], 5 E T. 
Proof. Since u(x, y) is regular for ri < r < ra , 24(x, y) is an analytic 
function of x and ya in this annulus. Since we have x = r cos 0 = ~6, 
y2 = r2 sin2 e = ra(1 - 52) we can conclude that for y1 < Y < r2 , 
[ E r-1, +I], C(Y, 6) is an analytic function of r and 6 since an analytic 
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function of an analytic function is analytic, Hence, for each fisd 
&e [-I, +I], rr < r0 < yz, we can write 
for i y - yn < a(ro , 5J, I 5 - 6, < T(Y”, 4,). Hence, about each point 
&, E [--I, $-I] there exists a disc of radius ?(Y,, , [,) such that uI(r, [) is an 
analytic function of 6 in this disc for , Y ~ Y,, C. 6(r,, , 5,). By the Heine 
Bore1 theorem we can pick out a finite number of these discs which cover 
[-I, + I]. Let these discs have their centers at the points 5, ,..., [,*, ITor 
each E, we have associated with it the positive number 6(r,r , E,). Let 
6(r0) = min{6(r, , El) : 0 5 I _: kJ. Th en for each fixed Y, Y ~~~ r,r 1 C- S(V~,), 
U”(T, 5) can be continued analytically into this finite union of discs which cover 
[-1, + I]. Now consider the closed interval [r3 , yq] contained in (ri , Y,). 
For each fixed r, in [Y a , r4] there exists a S(Y,,) such that for 1 I ~- Y,, i c 6(r,,), 
C(r, 6) can be continued analytically into some region in the &plan enclosing 
[-I, +I]. By the Heine-Bore1 theorem there exists a finite number of these 
intervals / Y - Y, 1 < 8(rj), 0 2:. j c m, which cover [y3 , r4]. Let r, bc the 
region into which zi(~, 6) can be continued analytically for ~ Y --~ yj fk,) 
and let T : xyl’4, Ti . This 7’ satisfies the requirements for T in the theorem 
and hence we are done. 
We now proceed to derive a uniqueness theorem for the cxtcrior Dirichlet 
problem of the equation L,(U) =- 0. Much of the analysis is based on first 
showing that any solution u(x, y) = zi(r, E) of&(u) ~7 0 regular in an exterior 
domain F can be expanded in a Bessel-Jacobi series. Such an expansion is 
then used to examine the behavior of C(Y, 5) for large values of I’. The use of 
such special function expansions can be considered analogous to the use of 
Laurent series in the study of analytic functions of a complex variable. 
4. A UNIQUENESS ‘Ih~0it~h1 
It is the purpose of this section to derive a uniqueness theorem for regular 
solutions of&(u) = 0. More specifically we ask the following: Given a Jordan 
region D symmetric with respect to the axis y 7 0, F = R, ~- ij, u(x, y) 
a regular solution of GASHE in F such that u(x, y) = 0 on Z’D, under what 
additional conditions is u(x, y) -7 0 in F? The fact that some additional 
condition is needed can be seen by the following example: 
Example 4. I. Let x = Y cos 0, y = Y sin 8, D =- {(x, y) j T ‘- a, a ;‘- 01, 
and let U(X, y) L= C(r, [) = (~-~/ZZ,o’(ku)) ZZi”(kr) ~- (~-~/ZZy(‘)(ka)) ZZj”‘(kr), 
where H denotes Hankel’s function. On 8D C(a, E) = 0 but C(Y, [) f 0 in 
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F : R, - .!j. U”(Y, t) is a regular solution of L,(u) =~ 0 in F which is indepen- 
dent of f = cos 0. 
It will be shown in Section 5 that the hypothesis of the theorem below can 
be considerably weakened for v Y -4 although it is shown in Election 6 that 
for v < -$ the theorem is essentially the best possible. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume ~~ CC < v C. z. Let F ~~ R, --~ D where D is 
a Jordan region symmetric with respect to the axi.s y = 0. Let u(x, y) :- zi(y, 5) 
(where [ == cos 8) he a regular solution ofL,(u) :m 0 in F and hence, regular for 
Y Y a where a is su@iently large. Suppose that 
(1) there exists an ellipse T, independent oj* r, enclosing [ - I, -1 I] in the 
complex [ plane such that fov each j?xed Y >., a, zi(r, [) is an analytic 
function of [ in T. 
(2) lim,,, T “t~(X/2r - ikli) = 0 uniformly for E in T. Then if 
u(x, y) == 0 on aD, u(x, y) =_~ 0 in F. 
Outline of Proof. The proof will be broken up into several parts. First, 
an expansion theorem for C(r, E) in terms of a Bessel-Jacobi series valid for 
Y > a, where a is sufficiently large, will be obtained. Using this series an 
asymptotic expansion for C(Y, [) will be obtained for large r. By the use of 
Green’s formula it will be shown that if U(X, y) = 0 on aD, then for 0 < B,, < = 
for Y large enough, where E denotes the complex conjugate of L. Finally by 
using (7) coupled with the above mentioned asymptotic expansion we will 
show that U(X, y) 7~ 0. 
We begin by deriving an expansion theorem for regular solutions C(Y, [) 
satisfying the “radiation condition” (2) of Theorem 4. I. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let u(x,y) =Z z?(Y, [) b e a regular solution of l,,(u) = 0 for 
r > a > 0 and let -CC < v < co. Suppose further that U”(Y, 6) sati$es 
hypothesis (I) and (2) of Theorem 4. I. Then for any h ,. a and Y 13 h > a we 
have 
where H$‘, is a Hankel function qf the first kind, Pz- I,“-$’ is a Jacobi poly 
nomial, and a, aye constants independent of Y and [. If 21~ = -~ 1, -3, -5 
aye to be interpreted as Gegenbauer polynomials fol 
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Proof. Let nz be a positive integer greater than or equal to -2v $ I. 
Since by hypothesis for each fixed Y ;- a, zi(r, 0 is an analytic function of [ in 
T, so is (@%(r, ~)/a[“‘). K ow expand (S”u(r, ,$/Z[‘)j) in a Jacobi series of 
index nz + 1’ - $- for fixed r ~~ h ([II] p. 238) 
(9) 
From ([fI] p. 238) the above series converges uniformly in some ellipse 
containing [-1, +I] and in view of the fact that 1 P$,s)(f)ll/n > 1 for n large 
enough and [#[~--I, -111 ([II] p. 195) we can use the root test to conclude 
that lirnn-,- j !I,-,,, I1ln < 1. We now use the following relationship between 
the Jacobi polynomials ([3] p. 170): 
2~nD”~P~~a)(~) = (n + 2n f l)m Pip*+“‘); 
where D = (d/dx). Define 
m = I,..., n (10) 
yk = 2k+(n + 2~),,-~ P~~~=I~-k*“-l+“-k’(l) (11) 
By (10) we have 
Z,(f) = 1 (12) 
.A- 
7~ times 
Repeating this m times we have 
P 
i I 
. . . -& pprbY-pl+V-$) (5) 4 = 2-V + 2v),,, [P:-**“-“‘(5) + f&C)] (14) 
‘1 Ul .- 
m times 
where 
Since from ([3] p. 169) we have 
(15) 
(16) 
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and (n + 2~)~~~ = O(n”-k) we can conclude from the above representation 
of fn(t) that if we express fn([) as fn(t) = xp~i p&k then flR = O(n”-1) for 
0 < k < m - 1. Therefore since limn+m / 6,-,,, liln < 1 it is possible to 
integrate (9) termwise m times and then rearrange the series to get 
ZqY, () = t U,(Y) pi+-*) (6) i- h(y, 0 = Yr, 5) f Q, E) (17) 
where h(r, [) is a polynomial of degree at most m - 1 in 5 with coeflicients 
depending on Y and where limn+m / u,(~)lll~ < 1 for fixed Y. Note that S(Y, E) 
is an analytic function of 4 (for fixed Y) in the ellipse T since U”(Y, f) and 
h(r, 5) both have this property. Now let C be a simple closed curve lying in T 
and enclosing [-1, +l]. From ([II], p. 245) we have for 01 > -4 
where Q’“-**“-“‘(5) denotes a Jacobi function of the second kind. If we expand 
h(r, 0 i; a Jacobi series for some (fixed) a > -4 and apply (18) we conclude 
(since h(r, E) is a polynomial of degree at most m - 1) that for n > m 
h(Y, ()([’ - 1)“~“&-?*“-+‘d[ = 0 
C 
(19) 
By analytic continuation with respect to cy (18) and (19) hold true for 
n > -201, in particular for a: = v since n > m > -2~ + 1 > -2~. Hence 
from (17), (18), and (19), we have 
From Theorem 3.1 we can choose the curve C to be independent of r for 
Y E [Y,, , YJ where Y, > r. 3 b. Since U”(Y, 5) satisfies 
CC+-- 21, + 1 ati + (1 - 5”) 3% (2Y + 1) 5 %ti 
Y i?Y Y2 ap Y2 z + l&Z = 0 (21) 
((21)isL,(u)=Oin(r-(5) 1 - d’ t ) co or ma es we can conclude from (20) (since C 
is independent of r for Y E [rO , rl]) that u,(r) is a solution of 
(24 
for Y 2 b. Since C(Y, [) satisfies the “radiation” condition (2) of Theorem 4. I 
we conclude that 
(23) 
where a, is a constant independent of Y. Since S(r, 5) is an analytic function 
01 [ in some neighborhood of 1 1, + I] for Y =: b and n,(b) -= bhl’a,, we 
conclude that Cm,*, I uT1 lLIN C: I. For r,-al [, py.~-q[)i O(n- ‘) 
uniformly for t E [ I, -1 I] ([II] p. 164) and 
(24) 
uniformly for I’ on compact subsets of [b, co) [7]. Hence for each fixed 
P,, , b < Y,) C: x), S(r. [) is dominated for I E [b, Y”], [ t [-I, $ I], b!, 
where ;lI is a positive constant. This series converges uniformly for 
b 6 Y .< Y,, . Similiar ar guments show that the series obtained by applying 
(a/at), (P/L@“), (ajar), (22/Sr”) termwise to S(y, [) converge uniformly. 
Hence, the operator L, can be applied to S(Y, [) termwise with the result that 
L,(S) = 0 for Y ;C b, t E [- I, ml I], since r0 can be taken arbitrarily large. 
By methods identical to Theorem 4.3 (which follows this theorem but is 
independent of it) it is seen that S(Y, [) satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of 
Theorem 4.1. Hence, h(y, E) is a polynomial in 6 of degree at most we ~~ I 
with coefficients depending on Y which satisfies L,(k) = 0 for r b, 
4 t [-1, + I] and also the radiation condition. Our proof will be complete 
if we show that h(y, [) is of the form 
(26) 
For 21, not equal to a negative integer this is immediate since we can expand 
h(r, [) in a Jacobi series of a finite number of terms and then use (18) and the 
methods of analysis just completed to draw the desired conclusion. For 2v 
a negative integer the analysis breaks down since in this case Pzp”‘“- “‘(6) 
is a polynomial of degree strictly less than IZ for --v + 1 < n . --2v. 
Therefore, consider the case in which 2~ equals a negative integer. In this 
situation we set m ---2~ ~~.~ I and go to the partial differential equation. 
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The polynomial h(r, l) can be written in the form 
-2v 
h(P, () = c bn(y) cos no 
,i -0 
(27) 
Applying L, to h(r, [) we have 
since in polar coordinates&(u) = 0 becomes 
Now (sin &/tan ~9) = (sin &/sin 0) cos B = U~,+,(cos 6’) T,(cos 0) where T, , 
U, denote tchebichef polynomials of the first and second kind, respectively 
([3] p. 183). We have 
n-1 
$1: _ 2n-1 = C Tm,+, 
,12=0 
Hence 
i 
(n-2)/2 
--1+2 c cos 2m0 $ cos 2nd if n is even, 
I, 2vn m=o 
On F-2 -1 - (n-3)/2 
i 1 
i 
1 
2 x cos(2m + I) 0 + cos 2nO if n is odd. 
m =o 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
Therefore by the orthogonality properties of cos n0 and the fact that h(r, 5) 
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(and hence h,L(r) in equation (27)) satisfies the radiation condition we conclude 
that 
-2” 
&(Y) -:= r-” 1 djH~~~.(kY). (34) 
G-71 
Substituting (34) into (27) and rearranging we have 
I-v+11 
h(Y, 5) = r-" c fd:)nW) ‘%(E), (35) 
n=o 
where gn( [) is a polynomial of degree at most -2~ in 5. Here we have used the 
fact that the H,$(kr) are linearly independent for 0 < r < --v whereas 
Hft’_,(kY) = e(~+~)~~H~~)n(kY). w e now use the partial differential equation to 
conclude that gn( [) must satisfy Jacobi’s equation 
(1 - (2) 3 - (21, + 1) E $ + n(n + 2V) y = 0, 
i.e. 
(36) 
(37) 
If 2v = -1 -3 -5 then the P’“-**+*‘(~) in equation (37) are to be inter- 
preted as GLgenbauer polynomik C,v([) ([II] p. SO). This concludes the 
proof. 
We now derive a uniform asymptotic expansion for solutions ti(r, [) 
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. The theorem to be proved is a 
generalization of a result due to Karp [9] who considered only the case v = 0 
(i.e., the classical two dimensional Helmholtz equation) and [ = cos 0 real. 
Note that by Theorem 4.2 the conditions of the theorem below are implied 
by the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume ---Co < v < a3. Let u(x, y) satisfy L,(u) = 0 for 
Y > a and have the expansion 
(if 2v = -1, -3, -5,... the PA’-*‘“*‘([) are replaced by C,,u([) for 
0 < n < -2~). Then there exists an expansion of the form 
m C&Y m G(O u(x, y) = qr, 5) = r-q?(hY) c yn + y-“H,o,(~r) c yn (39) 
7Z=O n=o 
where the series converges uniformly and absolutely for r > b > a, 4 = cos 0 
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contained in some ellipse T in the complex 5 plane enclosing [- 1, +l]. F,(t) 
and G,(t) determine u”(r, t) uniquely and are analytic functions of ( in the above 
mentioned ellipse. 
Proof. It is known ([3], p. 34) that 
K%(kr) = fP(kr) R,,,(kr) - fLI(W L1,,+1(kr), (40) 
where K&r), L,,+dk r are the Lommel polynomials defined as > 
R 
n.v * (41) 
Consider now the series: 
(42) 
(43) 
which result when (40) is substituted into (38). Here x is a complex variable. 
Replace z by kbeiDi where 0 < OL < 27r. Then for example we can rewrite (42) 
as 
RnSv(kbeia). (44) 
If v is a negative integer, for n < --v omit the factor [l/r(~ + n)] which 
appears in the numerator and denominator of each term in the above series. 
Using the formulas ([9], [3] p. 35) 
(45) 
kb n+v . (-1 2 
k2~ T(v + n) 
H,‘:‘,(kb) = - f , (46) 
and recalling that for r = b E(r, 5) is an analytic function of [ in some ellipse 
enclosing [ - 1, + l] (Theorem 3.1) and hence 
converges absolutely uniformly on compact subsets of this ellipse, u-e can 
conclude that the right hand side of (42) is uniformly and absolutely 
convergent for z lzh and < contained in some ellipse inclosing 
[ ~ I, 1 I]. NOW the series (42) is a series of polynomials in I/z which, as we 
have just seen, converges uniformly and absolutely on the circle / I iz i = 1 /kh 
and hence defines an analytic function for , l/z i .._ l/M ([IL?] p. 95, 97). 
A similar result is seen to hold for equation (43). Hence 
where E and Q are analytic functions of 1 /Y and are regular in the interior of 
the circle j I/Y 1 mu l/b in the complex I/Y plane. The first part of the theorem 
follows from this statement. If F,, and G, are known, F,, and G, can be 
computed recursively by substituting the series into the differential equation 
(see [9] for details). It is also easily verified that 
(48) 
(49) 
which arc seen to be analytic in the same ellipse where C(b, [) is analytic, 
since they are the uniform limits of analytic functions in this ellipse. 
The above theorem implies the following important corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let u(x, y) 
Then 
U”(T, 5) satisfy the condition of Theorem 4.3. 
43 + 
lim -- 
( ) I’J 2, 
ry I +zi(r, [) exp -- ikr --I fi 2 \ 
I 2 (50) 
exists uniformly for 5 contained in some ellipse in the complex [ plane enclosing 
[-1, + 11, where 
fJ”(5) ~- Hf”(O +f,(-4)l 
-G,(E) -_ *[h,(5) -f&t)] 
(51) 
Proof. From Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 and the asymptotic expansion for 
Hankel functions ([3] p. 85) 
JfJlp) _ (\L)’ eim-:vn-3n) 4 qr-“l”), Y+cc (52) 
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We have equation (50) where f,(t) = F,(t) - iG,(c). From (48) and (49) 
it is seen thatF,,(f) =F,(-l) and G,,(t) = -G,(-f), and hence equation (51) 
is valid. 
THEOREM 4.4. Assume --CO<V<SO and let F=R,-D where D 
is a Jordan region symmetric with respect to the axis y = 0. If u(x, y) = G(r, 5) 
is a regular solution of L”(u) = 0 in F and u(x, y) = 0 on aD, then for 
0 < 8, < r and r suflciently large we have 
(53) 
where E denotes the complex conjugate of 6. 
Proof. For y > 0 Green’s formula [.5] is 
j,, y2” (g g -f ;) ds = j, jy2”[gL(f) -Y&91 dx4 (54) 
1 
where L(u) = a2u/LIx2 + a2u/ay2 + (2v/y)(au/ay), ZYr is a rectifiable Jordan 
curve in the half plane y > 0 traversed counterclockwise and bounding 
a closed domain Zr , and f, g E C2)(,!?r). Setting g = li(r, 0, f = u”(r, 5) we 
have 
ds=O (55) 
Since u(x, y) is regular (and hence an even function of y), for y < 0 we can 
write 
j,, 
2 
(-r)z"(zi; - gg) ds = o (56) 
where X2 is the reflection of the region Z; across the axis y = 0 and aZ2 is 
traversed counterclockwise. Now consider 
;!?&,?&+ j, ( -y)“” (12 E - E ;) ds = 0 (57) 
where aZI = L, + C, + L, + C, and LIZ, = L, + C, + L, + C, (see 
figure 1). L, , L, , L, , L, are line segments connecting the circle containing 
C, , C, with aD. C, and C, lie on aD. By hypothesis u”(r, 5) and E(r, 5) vanish 
on C, and Ca (since C, and C, lie on aD). Observing that (1) U”(Y, 8) is an even 
function of 0, (2) &?/a6 is an odd function of 0, (3) along L, and L, 
505/S/1-9 
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Z/&z = -(l/r)(&/af?); along L, and L, afijan = (l/r)(aG/aO), conclude that 
the contribution along the straight line paths in (57) cancel each other. Hence 
(57) JJ ecomes 
This proves the theorem. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 4.1. 
I 
FIG. 1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The series representation for u”(r, [) derived in 
Theorem 4.3 converges uniformly and absolutely for r 2 6 > a and 
6 = cos 0 contained in some ellipse in the complex E plane inclosing 
[- 1, + 11. Hence by this theorem and Corollary 4.1 we can write 
U(X, y)= ii(~, 0 = (--$)” ~-v-%+-v~+~i)4 [f,(t) + 0 (+)I; r+cx) 
(5% 
a+, E) -= 
at- -(v f 4) v + ikqr, 5) + 0(~--y-39 
T-v-fei(kr-vn12-n/4) Y-+co (60) 
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From Theorem 4.4 we have for r sufficiently large 
(61) 
Letting r tend to infinity we have therefore 
(62) 
Hence, since fo(cos e) is continuous, fa(cos 8) = 0 for B0 < 6’ < m - B0 . 
Since 0, can be chosen arbitrarily close to zero, conclude that jO(cos 0) = 0 
for 0 < 0 < VT by continuity off,(cos 0). Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.1 now 
imply that u(x, y) = U”(Y, [) = 0. Theorem 4.1 is now proved. 
5. AN EQUIVALENT RADIATION CONDITION FOR THE CASE Y > - 4 
If U(X) is a solution of the n-dimensional Helmholtz equation 
!k+ ..* +-g + k% = 0 
1 12 
which depends solely on the variables x = X, y = (x2” + **a + x,~)* then 
U(X, y) = U(X) satisfies&,-,(u) = 0 [6]. H ence we can assure the uniqueness 
of solutions of the exterior Dirichlet problem for L”(U) = 0 where 2~ + 2 is 
a positive integer by imposing the Sommerfeld-Rellich radiation condition [2] 
lim rT 
i 
@+l sin2Y 0 ?! - &c ’ de = 0 
r- 0 ar 
Note that in contrast to condition (2) of Theorem 4.1 no restriction is made on 
the behavior of U”(Y, f) in the complex [ plane. The following theorem shows 
that this conclusion is true for all real v greater than -4. Since 
s 
n 
r2v+l sin2V 0 ?! _ &; ’ ati d6’ < max revfl - - ikl 
0 ar OGff<Z ar 
another way of phrasing this result is to say that for v > -+ the ellipse T 
in Theorem 4.1 can be replaced by the line segment [--I, +I]. Since the 
indices of the singular line y = 0 are 0 and 1 - 2v, if v > -Q the condition 
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in Theorem 4.1 that u(x, y) is regular in F IS equivalent to requiring that 
u(x, y) E P(F). 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose v > -& and u(x, y) = G(Y, 6) is a solution of 
L,(u) = 0 regular for r ,I: b > a. Then the following two conditions are 
equivalent: 
(2) There exists an ellipse 7’ (independent of Y) incZosing [-I, $ I] in the 
complex 6 = cos 6plane such thatfor eachfixed Y > a u(x, y) = U”(Y, [) 
is an analytic function of E in T and lirnr+= rv~t* 1 &Z/& - iku” 1 = 0 
uniformly for f contained in T. 
Proof. It follows from equation (65) that (2) implies (I). Hence, all that 
needs to be shown is that (2) is a consequence of (1). By Theorem 3.1 zi(r, [) 
is an analytic function of [ for [ E [-I, +I] and Y contained in a closed 
interval [~a , rq] where rq > r > rs > a. Hence, by ([II] p. 238) we can 
expand U”(Y, f) for fixed r in this range in a Jacobi series i.e., 
(66) 
Since for v > -4. the Jacobi polynomials P~-*VY--l)([) are orthogonal over the 
interval [-1, $11 and as shown in Theorem 4.2 j&n- 1 a,(r)llln < 1 we can 
integrate (66) termwise to obtain 
(67) 
where h,, is a normalization constant. 
Using the differential equation (21) satisfied by zZ(r, [) we can conclude that 
a,(r) is of the form anr+Z,+, where Z,+n denotes a cylinder function. By 
Schwartz’s inequality we have 
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we can conclude from (68) and condition (1) of the theorem that 
which implies a,(r) = ~~y-~[HJ:‘,(kr)/H~~~(Kb)l i.e. from (66) we have 
U(Y, 5) = Y-” f a, H(1) (Kb) ff::iL@y) ( -. -g([) P; b” 
n=O v-V2 
(71) 
By Theorem 4.3 it is seen that there exists an ellipse T as defined in 
condition (2) and as in equations (59) and (60) we have X/L% = iku” + 0(1/r) 
uniformly as r tends to infinity for [ contained in T. Conclude that (2) holds 
and hence the theorem is proved. 
6. EXAMPLES 
Although as shown in Section 5, Theorem 4.1 can be considerably 
weakened if v > -4, the following examples show that for v < -4 the 
theorem gives essentially the best possible result. 
Example 1. Assume v < -4, Y f -1, -2, -3 ,... . By using the methods 
of [13] and equation (24) it is seen that 
(72) 
is a regular solution of&(u) = 0 for Y > 1 such that ~(1, [) = 0. Here C,“(t) 
denotes a Gegenbauer polynomial. By using the methods of Theorem 4.3 
it is seen that C(Y, 5) satisfies condition (2) of Theorem 4.1. However, from [13] 
it can be seen that C(Y, E) is regular in F but is not regular in F. Hence 
regularity in F IS a necessary condition of Theorem 4.1. 
Example 2. From ([.?I p. 64) we have 
eikz = ~“T(v) Y-Y f F(v + YZ) Jv+n(k~) C,“(cos 0) (73) 
n=o 
where v # -1, -2, -3 ,... . 
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Now consider 
G(Y, () = 2"P(v)r-" f i"(v + n) /.,,(k)~~~ C,"(COS 0) (74) 
II- 0 Y n 
From the series expansion for Bessel functions it is seen that 
/ J,+,(k)] = 0(1/n!) for large n. Using this fact and the arguments following 
equation (24) it is seen that a(~, [) is a regular solution of L,(zt) == 0 for Y 1;. 1. 
By using the methods of Theorem 4.3 it can be shown that 
uniformly for 5 in some rectangle T inclosing [-1 , +l]. By equation (73) 
it is seen that &(I, 5) = eikeesa. 
Now define 
U”(Y, 8) = i3(r, () - eiks (75) 
It is seen that G(Y, E) is a regular solution of L,(U) = 0 for r 3 1 and if 
v < -$ we have limr+Lo ru+1/2(Z/% - iku”) = 0 uniformly for 5 E [--I, +I]. 
From equation (75) it is seen that C(l, 0 = 0. C(Y, 6) + 0 since &(Y, 6) 
satisfies the radiation condition (2) in Theorem 4.1 whereas ezfCz does not. 
Hence in Theorem 4.1 we cannot replace the ellipse T by the closed interval 
[--I, +l] if v < -3. 
Note added in proof. In Theorem 4.4 it is necessary to let Y > - & , 0, = 0 in order 
to assure that the contribution along the line segments in figure one vanish. Hence 
Theorem 4.1 has been proved only for Y > -4 , except for the special case when D 
is a disc in which case the hyhothesis of Theorem 4.1 are both necessary (Theorem 4.3 
and Section 6) and sufficient (Theorem 4.2). 
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